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Stone Age survival skills

1 You are going to go on the internet to find out about survival skills in the
Stone Age! Type in www.creswell-crags.org.uk/virtuallytheiceage.
You will see Stone Age people listed on the left, click on this and then
click on test your survival skills. Do the quiz to find out how you would
have survived. Then compare your results in pairs. Did you survive?!

2 Find your way around the website to answer the questions below.

1  Click on Stone Age people again at the top of the quiz. Then click

on food and hunting to answer the next questions.

a  What was their main source of food?

b  Why was it very good to eat animal fat?

2  Go back to Stone Age people and now click on culture and

creativity; what type of tools were used for drawing?

3  Click on cave art in Britain (this is part of the culture and creativity

title) - what's an ibex?

4  Where was the only piece of rock art in the UK found in April 2003?

5  Click on activities at the top of the home page and see for yourself

how Creswell Crags would have looked! Have you ever been to Stone

Age site? If you have, tell your partner about it.

6  Go back to Stone Age people and click on pets - what was the role

of dogs for the Stone Age people?

3 Finally think about all the information you have found and think about life
today. Write four sentences comparing and contrasting life today and life
in the Stone Age. Use your Students’ Book page 43 to help you with
vocabulary and grammar. Compare your sentences with your partner.
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Stone Age survival skills

TEACHER’S NOTES:

Aim: to explore the Stone Age website to continue the unit’s theme of
survival as well as providing practise of comparatives. This
worksheet is designed to be used in conjunction with unit 4.

Time: 40 minutes maximum
Materials: photocopies of the worksheet for each student.

1 Ask students first of all if anyone knows anything about this period
in history. Make sure they all have fun doing the quiz and ask them
all how they did at the end.

2 Check that students arrive at the correct part of the website to find
out the information. Check answers with the class.

Answers:  1 a animals - particularly fish and birds  b It is a good
way to store energy in cold climates.  2 Stone - specific name is burin
3 a goat-like animal  4 Creswell Crags  5 Students’ own answers as
this is something for students to navigate to and take a look at, and
think about any similar such sites that they may have visited.
6 They protected them against other carnivores and may also have
been used for hunting.

3 This is a freer activity which allows students to use comparatives in
context. To get students started ask them to think about these
topics; food, shelter, clothes, animals, buildings, weather etc.
Monitor to help with any difficult vocabulary and also to check that
their facts are not too long - brief facts are fine. At the end ask
some students to call out the extra information they have found.

Suggested answers:  1 In the Stone Age, there were less buildings
and houses than there are today.  2 People were braver because
there were more wild animals to attack them than there are today.
3 More people lived in tents than they do today.  4 We use more tools
to draw and write with than the Stone Age people.


